MRE Campaign Posters

3rd graders at MRE created mock mayoral campaign posters in celebration of the upcoming 2012 presidential election!

Submitted by Jennifer Williamson, Madeley Ranch Elementary School
Vote for Maggie O'Quinn's Recess Extension:
-I promise to work to get you more time at recess.

Vote for Maggie O'Quinn and get MORE!

Vote for Julia Warren:
-Wish your vote we will rule!!
Julie rules!!
-Mayor of Mauley Ranch

Vote for Townley Thompson for Mayor:
-It would be a good mayor because I would work to make my city from crime.

PICK NICK!
Vote Nick Ensey for Mayor!
-I'm good with people, very trustworthy, and I get things done!
Vote for Christian Keller

As a Mayor I will support the poor and make the community a place for families.

To the Future with Chris!

ALEXIS POLK IS THE ONE

IF YOU WANT TO HAVE FUN

VOTE NICK SANTINI FOR MAYOR

I will listen to the people and revitalize.

STICK WITH NICK!
I am honest, loyal, and would be an advocate for the student body.

VOTE KYLEIGH ANNE with an "E" for Mayor of M.R.U.

If you want a real player, vote VARNUM for Mayor.

George Varnum: I will make sure everyone is safe and everything is very well.

I would make our town very safe and do right by the citizens.

VOTE FOR BRENNIN FOR MAYOR!

The People in the "Jolly Year" Jolly!
When you vote for Mayor, Ruby Wize is your friend!

I am honest and fair, and will do my share for the Montgomery heart.

CLaire for Mayor because she CARES!

"I will make good choices for Montgomery city laws."

VOTE CLAIRE DOSSEY
I will make good changes for our city and schools.

VOTE ALLISON MCCARTER
MAYOR - 2012!

BE ROOTIN' FOR
JAMES HOOTEN!

VOTE FOR A MAYOR WHO
WILL FIGHT AGAINST THE
ODDS!